Red Mile Daily Selections
Saturday, October 5, 2019
Track Handicapper – Gabe Prewitt
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Selections
6-5-2
Dunn chose 6 over 3
This guy has held his own against stakes rivals in OH to begin his career, but I’m not quite convinced he is as sharp right
now as what we saw earlier in the summer. Fairly wide open group, but he will need his best punch.
Finally did show up last week and put in a nice even effort to be 4th, and should continue to improve if he can keep his
mind on business this afternoon. Wouldn’t take much more to put him squarely in the mix.
Made an uncharacteristic break in stride while threading through traffic last week, but seemed to be back on the right
track prior. One of several in here with a chance for a minor share.
Couldn’t quite hang with the top ones in late stages last week, but this guy has proven he packs some speed to this point
in his brief career. Again, it seems to be a wide open group.
Took an aggressive swing on the front-end here in week one, and came up just short in there in a big effort. Anything
similar to that may be enough to seal the deal against this crew.
This guy is likely going to fly under the radar this afternoon, but do note he took a lot of tote action last time and he was
on the move first up and gaining when he made a break. I’m assuming he has some talent, I’ll give him upset edge.
Selections
4-6-3-5
Start of the 50-Cent Pick 5
Picked a bad time to make a break in stride here last week, and just doesn’t seem to be quite as sharp right now as what
we saw earlier this summer. Hooks a solid group this afternoon, would need a quick turnaround.
A notch below the top ones in his local debut, and appears to be facing a similar scenario here this afternoon. I will
consider for the bottom of exotics only once again.
Talented colt has bounced back with two of his most impressive efforts to date since adding Lasix, including a nice stakes
win here last week down the road. Maybe a touch better group overall today, but he’s proven he belongs.
Got used extremely hard making the lead in the $562k Metro as the fav, but still put in a very solid bid there to be 3rd.
He’s proven he is one of the very top colts in North America to this point. I’ll look for a big rebound.
He’s been knocking on the door against some very good company to this point, and appears to be in play for a minor
share again today after landing in a tough group once more.
Did a lot of the heavy lifting on the lead in that world record mile last week, with the quick fractions taking their toll in
the late stages. He’s been ultra-consistent to this point in his career. Major player.
Not much of a factor in his local debut, and lands on the outside of a good group again this afternoon. I’ll wait for a
better spot.
Selections
2-5-4-7
Dunn chose 7 over 1
Picked off a couple of tired rivals in the stretch last week, but still a notch below the top colts in his Grand Circuit debut.
Likely facing another similar uphill battle this afternoon.
This guy missed the gate by 8 lengths or so, and then made another break around the far turn. He made an amazing
recovery after all of that to be close. I’ll give him slight upset edge and hope he minds his manners here.
Got caught up in huge mile here last week, but is still likely going to have to pick things up a bit to make any major noise
today against another good group.
Rebounded with a BIG effort here last week, that win was even much easier than it looks on paper. He has proven he
packs a powerful punch to this point in his brief career. Lots to like.
This guy continues to outrace his odds every single time he is on the track, finishing a nice 2nd in that world record event
here last week at 11-1. Lands in a touch softer group overall today it seems. Major player.
The Freak was even here last week, but is still likely a notch or two below the top ones in here right now. Would have to
pick things up a bit still.
Lost all chance with the early break in stride here last week, but we know this guy has some talent from his prior starts.
Wouldn’t shock me to see him bounce back and race better this afternoon.
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Selections
2-4-1
McCarthy chose 4 over 1
Put in a decent bid here last week, but ultimately could only manage a distant 3rd in there as the fav. Should continue to
improve in only his 3rd LT start, but appears to have landed in an even deeper group overall here.
This guy delivered a devastating knockout blow to a similar group last week, and appears to tower over this group again
today. Repeats.
Misfired here last week, and would have to pick things up a lot to hang with the top ones here today in what seems to be
his toughest assignment to date. I’ll wait for a better spot.
Picked up a minor share in behind #2 here last week, and appears poised for a similar type result this afternoon.
Stepped things up with an improved effort when adding Lasix last week, but still not much of a factor and hooks most of
those same rivals again today. Pass for now.
No factor as a big longshot last week, and retains longshot status this afternoon. Pass for now.

Selections
1-3-5-7
D Miller chose 4 over 3
Second foal from the World Champion mare Precocious Beauty, this colt has been absolutely perfect through 6 career
starts. Lands on the pole here this afternoon, looks poised to tack on another one.
The Big Boy couldn’t muster much of a stretch rally last week off a perfect cover flow journey, and appears to have
landed in an even deeper group overall this afternoon. Not sure things will get any easier today.
Full brother to triple-millionaire and now super-sire CaptainTreacherous, this guy has some lofty expectations. Raced
‘ok’ here last week after a tough first over try. One of several in play for a minor share in behind the heavy fav.
He was well meant here last week, but just couldn’t hang with #5 in the late stages there even after a perfect trip. Hooks
an even better group overall this afternoon, I’ll wait for a better spot.
He continues to impress, picking up the first two wins of his career in his most recent appearances. Hooks tough foe
today in #1, but anything close to his best punch should put him somewhere in the mix once more.
Couldn’t hang with the top ones in late stages last week after getting caught up in a world record mile. Still likely going
to have to pick things up a bit to hang with the ones in here as well.
Put together a decent bid off cover in week one, but may be coming from another tough spot today after landing outside
post. I could consider for bottom of exotics only.
Selections
5-2-1-3
Bargain yearling buy has been a model of consistency to begin his career, finished a solid 2nd here last week against a
tough foe and has hit the board in all 9 to this point. Will need his very best punch again today, but he fits with these.
He’s been unbelievable to begin his career, and became the co-fastest 2yo standardbred ever after last week’s sparkling
48.3 mile. That said, a very short price looming today, I will try to beat him for top spot.
He did get an absolutely perfect trip, but I was still impressed with his runner-up finish here last week in behind a tough
foe. Anything similar to that should put him squarely in the mix once more.
Picked up a win against mid-level stakes foes last week, but takes a step up to the major leagues this afternoon. Might
be asking a bit much still at this point.
Not quite sure what happened here to cause him make the break last week around the far turn, but we know he packs a
powerful punch from his prior efforts. I’ll give him a chance to rebound and get it done.
Rebounded with a good effort in local debut, sprinting home nicely in there to finish close. Hooks what seems to be an
even deeper group overall today though, won’t be easy here.
Flattened out in the late stages last week after taking an aggressive first over swing against the eventual winner. Lands
in a contentious group today, will need a quick turnaround to hang with the top ones in here.
Selections
7-1-8
Start of the $10,000 Guaranteed Pick 4
See Ticket at the end
This guy has held his own with some of the very top level FFA pacers in NA again this season, and lands on the pole this
afternoon in what should be another shootout in the Allerage. It appears to be a wide open affair.
Dedicated closer has gotten caught in some tough spots of late, but he’s still been finishing up his miles very well. Only
concern here would be the ‘sick’ scratch when in to go last week. Will he get his very best? Not sure.
Only 1 for 16 this season, but he’s been finishing close in behind top shelf company all season. I will consider him for a
minor share once more.
Put in a gutsy first-over bid against #8 last week at Dayton, only to get gunned down by the horse on his back in the late
stages. Must respect his credentials.
Maybe a slight notch below the very top pacers so far this season, and will still likely have to pick things up a bit to make
any major noise. Not an easy assignment today.
Joe ripped off an impressive 47.4 mile at Hoosier last week, but he wasn’t much of a factor as a big longshot in the prior
start. Still going to have to step things up a bit to hang with these.
This guy comes off a track record score at Yonkers, and seems to be peaking in what could be career best form right now.
Might get off an inflated price today coming off the smaller ovals as well. I’ll give him edge.
He has gone some HUGE miles in Ohio of late, his effort in the Ewart a few starts back was almost beyond belief. He’s
proven he packs a very powerful punch. Major player.
Had a tough time getting involved from bad starting slots over his last couple, and wasn’t done any favors today as well
after landing way out here. He packs plenty of speed, but Tetrick will have to find a way to work him into it. Maybe.
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Selections
7-2-3-4
Tetrick chose 1 over 5
Finished a distant second in behind the runaway winner at Dayton, and has been a fringe player on the FFA stakes scene
all season long, already banking nearly $200k. I will consider him for bottom of exotics.
This guy has enjoyed a breakout summer, and keep in mind he has done well over this track in the past. Obliterated a
tough group in most recent try at Hoosier, must respect current form spree.
He’s been roughed up over the last couple of starts, but he was in razor sharp form prior to those efforts. I wouldn’t be
shocked to see a major rebound this afternoon with any smoother journey. Major player.
Another trotter that has enjoyed a lot of success this season, and he gets a deserving chance to step back up and tackle
stakes rivals this afternoon. Local tuneup was very impressive, and he’s enjoyed success here in the past as well.
A notch below local Preferred rivals, and steps up in an even deeper group this afternoon. Might be asking a bit much
still. I’ll wait for a better spot.
We know this guy packs plenty of speed, but the train hasn’t been completely on the tracks of late, he’s missed nearly a
month into today. Will he get his very best punch here? Not sure.
Had some good late trot in most recent try at Hoosier in a start he definitely needed. He set the 3yo world record over
the red clay in winning the 2018 KY Futurity. Sitting on another big mile today for red hot barn? I think so.
He’s been holding his own against top shelf company all season, hitting the board in 11 of 18 while earning well over a
quarter-million into today. That said, faces a difficult assignment today from a tough post. Won’t be easy.
Was a runner-up in behind a tough rival in his tuneup at Hoosier, and I’m just not convinced he is tightened up enough
to hang with the top ones in here from a tough starting slot today. I’ll watch one more.
The 2015 KY Futurity Champ put in a solid bid in local overnight two back, but he hasn’t had an abundance of success
against the top level this season and gets slammed with post 10 today as well. Not sure I like that combination.
Selections
3-9-2-7
Kakaley chose 5 over 8
The Queen gave a very nice account of herself in local return, just missing 2nd in there in a tight photo with #2. Should
end up with another nice tracking trip today after landing on the pole. I’ll consider her underneath once again.
She has been RAZOR sharp of late, including in a good runner-up effort here last week in behind #9. Should be part of
the early pace scenario again today from an improved post. I’ll toss her on the ticket once more.
How good is this filly right now? She crushed her foes in Delaware, and has been on a tear over the last several months.
She has proven she is at the head of the class of late, I’ll look for her to tack on another.
Overmatched as a big longshot in the Jugette final, and retains longshot status this afternoon after landing in a shark
tank locally. I’ll wait for a better spot.
Came flying up from an impossible spot here last week in the best performance we’ve seen from her in a long time.
Should be sitting closer today in earlier stages, but it’s a power packed group. Will need her absolute very best.
I have always been a HUGE fan of hers, but I must admit I was very disappointed here last week after she came up
empty with a perfect trip. Will need a quick bounce back effort today. Your call.
I’m assuming the fractions took their toll here last week, and keep in mind she had missed a couple of weeks prior to
that effort as well. She has enjoyed a very nice campaign, should bounce back today.
I know she came from FAR back, but I thought the race really set up nicely for her in the LC ranks last week and she
couldn’t take advantage. Takes a step up to the big leagues here today. Difficult assignment.
Wow! Talk about a huge rebound effort, she followed up her two-heat Jugette performance with an ultra-impressive
first over win here last week. I was VERY impressed with that mile.
She’s held her own with good company all season long, she’s just had the unfortunate task of running into #3 on too
many occasions, including from a tough post today. Won’t be easy.
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Selections
6-5-4-7-8
Dunn chose 12 over 11
Gets post relief this afternoon, but still likely going to have to step things up a bit to hang with the top ones here in big
bulky field. I’ll pass for now.
Should enjoy the dip into the LC ranks after she was overmatched against stakes rivals last week, but this is still no easy
assignment here today. Going to need her absolute best punch to make any major noise. Your call.
No factor here in her seasonal debut, likely still going to need another start or two before we get anything close to her
best. Pass for now.
She unleashed a BIG effort in local debut, threading through rivals late to score the mild upset there. Lands back in
against essentially the same group again today. Must respect.
She was a bit ‘cold’ on the board last week, but I was very impressed with her effort. She made a nice move and nearly
lasted before tiring in the final yards. Plenty of options from another good post today. Major player.
She was used HARD on the lead here last week, so I’m not holding that against her in the disappointing result. Might be
overlooked a bit, but I think with a smoother journey she will bounce back. Live longshot? I think so.
She was carried a bit wide as the fav last week, but I must admit I was still a bit disappointed that she didn’t have a little
more on the end of it after the quick early pace scenario. Just not quite convinced she is at her best right now.
I thought the OH filly hung in very well for a long way last week after she didn’t have the easiest of trips. The only
problem is she lands another tough post in another big field. Might be facing a similar scenario today.
She’s raced well against local overnight rivals, but lands a tough post today in big bulky field coming off a ‘sick’ scratch.
Not sure I like the sounds of that.
No factor in local debut, would need a complete turnaround here today. Pass for now.
Regressed back into a break in her debut for new barn here last week. She’s getting to be a bit hard to trust at this point.
Pass.
A good solid effort in her first local spin, but unfortunately will have to navigate from another 2nd tier starting slot today.
I’ll consider for bottom of Super Hi-Five tix once again.

$10,000 Guaranteed Pick 4 (Races 7 – 10)
Race 7 – 1, 7, 8
Race 8 – 2, 3, 7
Race 9 – 3
Race 10 – 4, 5, 6
Total $1 Ticket Cost - $27
LOCK OF THE DAY: RACE 5 #1 TALL DARK STRANGER (3-5 ML)
LONGSHOT OF THE DAY: RACE 10 #6 SENSIBILITY (8-1 ML)

Find these selections online daily at: redmileky.com/live-racing/gabes-picks
Replays of all races available at: youtube.com/theredmileracetrack
Questions or comments, @gabe_prewitt!

